
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Greymouth Jockey Club Date: 05 January 2013 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Slow 7 
Rail: True 
Stewards: M Zarb, N McIntyre, J McLaughlin 
Typist:  

 

GENERAL:  
Stewards lodged an information under Rule 340 against trainer P McKenzie in relation to his conduct towards stewards.  
This information was adjourned to a later date. 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
A selection of runner’s were pre-raced blood tested. 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: KICK BACK, FLYNN,JOSEPHINE, WAITING, WERIO,  YIPSON, RUSTACE, NEGOTIATE, TOSSED 

AGAIN, ANITA PEA 
Suspensions: Race    

Protests: Race 5 2nd against 1st – dismissed. 

Fines: Race  4 R Black (SEASONED GEM) Rule 638(3)(b) Fined $350 

Warnings: Race    

Bleeders: Race   

Horse Actions: Race  7 SHE’S PAYBACK – racing manners, must trail to satisfaction of stewards 

Medical Certificates:  

Rider/Driver Changes: Race    

Scratching Penalties:  

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 COUPLAND’S BAKERY MAIDEN 1500M 

KICK BACK jumped awkwardly and lost ground.   Rounding the bend near the 900m LADY PRIVATEER and KICK BACK raced 
wide.  When questioned, jockey P Taylor, the rider of LADY PRIVATEER explained he endeavored to shift inwards to obtain 
cover however the filly overreacted and shifted inwards abruptly, becoming awkward on the heels of ISTATADLATE and had 
to be checked.   In the straight I CANDY hung inwards and near the 100m came together with ISTATADLATE on several 
occasions.  As a result ISTATADLATE was taken inwards close to the heels of LADY PRIVATEER and had to be steadied. 
 

Race 2 GREYMOUTH STAR MAIDEN 1500M 

After being loaded in the barriers STEEL BATTLE became fractious, reared and dislodged its rider.  P Taylor was uninjured 
and remounted shortly after.  The start was further delayed when ZURICH also became fractious in the barriers.  ZURICH (A 
Frye) then jumped awkwardly resulting in its rider losing her left stirrup iron.  The filly was ridden hard to the lead by 
apprentice Frye and she was able to regain her stirrup iron passing the 800m.   ZURICH then raced wide for the remainder 
of the race and weakened from the 500m.  ST D’ORE raced wide rounding the first bend.  Approaching the 700m GOOGLE 
ME was buffeted between LADY LUNCHALOT and HULA GRACE.    Approaching the 400m ST D’ORE was steadied 
momentarily to avoid the heels of HULA GRACE which shifted out to improve.  BACK BURNER raced wide rounding the 
home turn.  Approaching the 200m OLD GOLD and FLYNN bumped.  When placed under pressure in the straight GOOGLE 
ME and FLYNN both shifted ground inwards.  R Black, the rider of HULA GRACE, reported that she accidentally dropped her 
whip near the 400m. 



 

 

 

 Race 3 KELLS HOTEL RATING 85  1500M 

REDFERN jumped awkwardly with its head up and then raced keenly in the early stages.  VINTNER returned to the bird cage 
showing signs of lameness.  A post race veterinary examination revealed the gelding to be sore in front.  JOSEPHINE pulled 
a shoe during the running. 
 

Race 4 RECREATION HOTEL RATING 65  1500M 

The start was delayed when FLY MY PRETTY proved difficult to load and BARBARA JENNIE was fractious in the gates.  RED 
MAGIC jumped awkwardly and lost ground.  RED MAGIC raced awkwardly with its head in the air in the middle stages.  
WINDSWEPT raced wide from the 900m.  Apprentice R Black, the rider of SEASONED GEM, admitted to an information 
regarding her excessive and unnecessary use of the whip on the weakening SEASONED GEM in the home straight.  After 
considering all evidence the JCA imposed a fine of $350 and advised apprentice R Black that as this was her 2nd offence a 
repeat of such riding in the near future may result in a suspension.  
 

 Race 5 JACK CURRAGH MEMORIAL/PGG WRIGHTSONS RATING 75  1500M 

Rounding the home turn ELECTRONIC MOTION (K Williams), which was laying in, shifted in across the heels of WERIO (R 
Bishop) which at the same time shifted out.  Approaching the 100m WERIO commenced to shift inwards when placed 
under pressure, resulting in ELCTRONIC MOTION, which continued to lay in, having to change ground to the outside of 
WERIO.  Jockey, R Bishop was advised to exercise more care.  The connections of the 2nd placed horse, ELECTRONIC 
MOTION (K Williams) lodged a protest against the winner, WERIO (R Bishop) in relation to interference in the home straight 
and after hearing all relevant evidence the JCA dismissed the protest.   
 

Race 6 BNZ MAIDEN  1100M 

Rounding the first bend near the 900m SINGAPORE GIRL, which was hanging out, had to be steadied to avoid the heels of 
YIPSON.  Passing the 300m SILVER SPUR, which was hanging out, shifted out and bumped YIPSON.  On straightening SILVER 
SPUR, which continued to hang out, bumped the hind quarters of YIPSON and had to be checked.  SILVER SPUR gave 
ground thereafter resulting in SINGAPORE GIRL, which was following, having to be steadied. YOU’RE IN LUCK raced wide 
rounding the home turn.   
 

Race 7 PARKLANE DECORATORS MAIDEN  1100M 

RAGGIO SPERANZA, MISS RHYTHMIC, ANUTHA HULA jumped awkwardly at the start and lost ground.  DENY DENY raced 
wide rounding the first turn.  SHE’S PAYBACK hung out badly and passing the 600m shifted very wide on the track and was 
restrained thereafter finishing a distance last.  A post race veterinary examination revealed no abnormalities.  Trainer, C 
Spittles was advised the filly must barrier trial to the satisfaction of the stewards prior to racing again.  BEYOND 
COMPARISON raced wide from the 400m.  When placed under pressure in the straight HOMELAND raced greenly and 
shifted ground.  
 

Race 8 MONTEITH’S BREWING COMPANY GREYMOUTH CUP  2000M 

NEGOTIATE jumped awkwardly.  CONSERVES LA FOI raced keenly in the middle stages and hung out rounding both turns.  
Apprentice A Frye, the rider of NOBLE WARRIER, accidently dropped her whip passing the 200m.  Jockey P Taylor, the rider 
of FLASH HAPI, reported his mount weakened quickly from 500m and he had some concerns with the gelding’s action.  A 
post race veterinary examination revealed no significant abnormalities.   
 

Race 9 GREYMOUTH BUSINESSES SPRINT  1100M 

GOLD TERROR and I’M MAVERIC were slow to begin.  TOSSED AGAIN jumped awkwardly, shifted outwards and hampered 
POSTILLION.  Shortly after the start BEE JEAN shifted out slightly resulting in CRUISEONBY and DESERT SABOTEUR being 
hampered.  BEE JEAN and I’M MAVERIC made the turn near the 900m awkwardly.  PRETTY TO WATCH which raced wide 
throughout and hung outwards rounding the home turn, shifted wider on the track.  Passing the 300m KITTY RUSSELL, 
which was making ground, shifted outwards to improve and carried DESERT SABOTEUR wider on the track.  Rounding the 
home turn CRUISEONBY shifted out and had to be checked away from the heels of BEE JEAN.  BLACK BERRY PUNCH hung 
out in the straight and near the 75m momentarily hampered I’M MAVERIC which was obliged to shift inwards. 
 

Race 10 VERNON AND VAZEY RATING 75  1100M 

PRINCESS LEIA raced wide rounding the home turn. 
 

 


